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Leasing Expenses: If you lease a car instead of buy it, you are not allowed to depreciate it. Rather, you can
take the business portion of the lease payments as a deduction-subject to certain limitations. These
limitations parallel the depreciation deduction limitation in that a portion of the lease payments may not be
allowable as a net deduction if the value of the car exceeds certain government amounts. This falls into the
so-called "luxury vehicle" use rules and/or "lease inclusion amount" calculations. It's a way for the IRS to
limit the business write-off of vehicles that exceed certain dollar values. Thus, if you lease a Cadillac vs a
Ford Escort, the amount of the lease payment deduction may be limited as set forth in IRS tables associated
with "luxury vehicles."

Standard Mileage Rate

This method uses an [RS mileage rate allowance instead of using actual expenses. Note, however, that this
method is not available to all. It is not an allowable method for the following situations:
Vehicle is used "for hire."
Two or more vehicles are being operated at the same time.
You do not own the car(except for leasing).
Most corporations and partnerships where more than one vehicle is being used.
The vehicle has been previously depreciated using N1ACRS or ACRS methods in an earlier
year.
The vehicle was converted from personal use to business under certain controlled or related
party transactions.
For those who qualify, however, the most recent standard mileage rate allowance is 53.5 cents per
business mile. By choosing this method, you do not take actual operating expenses. Instead, you get a
business use deduction of. cents per business mile.
There are a few expenses that can be added to the standard mileage deduction, however. You can also
writeoff the business portion of parking fees, tolls, business loan interest, and personal property taxes
on the vehicle.
Note that this election to use the standard mileage method should generally be chosen in the first year you
place the vehicle in service for business purposes to preserve this option.
From a substantiation viewpoint, the standard mileage allowance method is easier to use. However, it may
not provide the bigger deduction. Some of the major variables that can affect the choice of standard mileage
vs actual expense methods include: cost of vehicle for depreciation purposes, repair expenses, insurance
coverage amounts, type of gas mileage, business use percentages, total miles driven, and lease payments.
In other words, whenever possible you should try to project out the actual costs of the vehicle to compare
to the standard mileage method and pick the option best suited to you.

Calculating The Business Use Percentage

For situations where the vehicle is not being used 100% for business, the calculation for the deductible
portion of the business expenses allowed for tax purposes is based on a ratio between personal and business
use. For example, if you drive the vehicle a total of 10,000 miles for the year and 6,000 of those miles were
for allowable business purposes, the business use percentage is 60%. That means you could claim 60% of
the total operating expenses of the vehicle for business purposes.
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